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Officer Mauricio Valdovinos
Reaching Populations

- Include Minorities
- Hard-to-reach Populations
COVID-19 Impact

- Law Enforcement
- Community Interactions

Moving towards recovery

LAPD
Community Trust

How to regain and build in the community

- LAPD
Parent Involvement
School Involvement

Impact of local school police on LAPD role in schools

● Visits
CHLA Partnership

- Teach Child Passenger Safety virtual classes
  - Discuss current CA law involving CPS
  - Review of different car seats
  - Demo of proper car seat installation
CHLA Partnership

- Organize Child Passenger Safety training
  - Goal: have more LAPD officers trained to increase appropriate
    education provided in the community
- Child Passenger Safety check events at department sites
  - Check car seat installation and expiration in the community
Thank you.

Any questions?